


Neil Kerman: 
How a Passion for Art 
Became Art for a 
Global Cause

When most people travel, the extent of their creativity 
shines in the colored name tag on their suitcase. Neil 
Kerman’s suitcase and luggage tag are black, but it is 
what’s inside that really pops. 

Neil Kerman grew up in Boro Park. In 1972, he earned 
his Master’s Degree in Education from Brooklyn College. 
Soon thereafter, he became a Licensed Nursing Home 
Administrator in New York and New Jersey, where he 
continues to own and operate nursing homes for the past 
forty-five years. Ironically, it was during his nursing home 
career that he tapped into his creativity. Each season, 
Summer Hill Nursing Home would have a complete 
makeover. In Autumn, the halls were transformed 
with multicolored leaves and a woodsy, rustic feel. In 
December, you walked into a snowy-magical-fairytale.  
All seasons were perfectly depicted for the residents 
through Neil Kerman’s heart and passion.

At age nine, Neil’s artistic experience began when his 
mother brought home cardboard, beads and paint. They 
worked together at their dining room table, not realizing 
that this was the first of many projects to come. That year, 
his masterpiece was displayed in their family Sukkah 
on 53rd Street. For the next decade, they continued 
to create art together to enhance their Sukkah. Every 
Ushpizen received its own scene, such as Moshe holding 
the Luchot, or David Hamelech playing the harp. From 

the outside, the Sukkah looked simple and plain. But 
once inside onto the patterned carpet, one was hit with 
warmth, color and a sense of nostalgia. Fresh ferns were 
stapled onto every beam and filled with flowers. While 
walking around, your eyes were drawn to every corner. 
There was a built replica of Noach’s Teiva including a ramp 
with animals ascending two by two, and a backdrop of a 
rainbow made with red, silver, green and blue glitter (the 
only colors that were available at the time!) A functional 
diorama of the Ein Gedi waterfall sat beside a beautiful 
depiction of Chassidim dancing with a “Sefer Torah” on 
Simchas Torah. 

The original Sukkah is constructed each year, and if you 
were to ask Neil to give you a tour, he will instantly light 
up and go into vivid detail of how each item was built.  
Yitzchak’s Mizbeach was made from an egg carton that 
was delivered to his doorstep; the people in the dioramas 
were all female dolls that were given haircuts, beards and 
mustaches. Yosef’s coat was fashioned from a red and 
white striped kitchen rag, with the white stripes colored in 
by a variety of colored markers. Other supplies included 
vintage postcards, real grass, felt fabric and Elmer’s glue. 
There were only a handful of additions in the past sixty 
years, such as family posters and photos. And of course, 
his current Art Stx, which at 6in x 78in are the perfect 
addition to add a burst of color to any room, including a 
Sukkah. I’ve never been to the original Sukkah he built 
with his mother, but he promises his is an exact replica. 

“My mother was my muse, but in a way, my father was 
my inspiration,” Neil mentioned in remembrance. His 
becoming an Activities Certified Consultant allowed him 
to design and implement individualized therapy programs 
to optimize health and wellness for his nursing home 
residents. In 2006, Neil’s father developed Alzheimer’s. 
His mother had long since passed and Neil worked 
diligently to make his father comfortable both physically 
and emotionally. “I noticed how color affected my father’s 
moods and memories, so I decorated his walls with the 
hues he seemed to be drawn to; those that would make 
him feel content and at peace.” After his father’s passing, 
Neil continued to utilize this method by creating an 
Alzheimers Awareness Global Initiative.

During our conversation, Neil mentioned that “travel has 
become second nature to me, as I have many solo and 
group exhibitions, speaking engagements, and nursing 
home visits around the world.” 
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“I’m in Brazil so often lately that I started teaching 
myself Portuguese,” Neil laughs. “The highlight 
of my travels has been painting with the residents 
in the various nursing homes I’ve visited. As 
with my father, using color with these residents 
brings back a youthfulness they often forget. We 
have fun. We talk about art, their childhood, and 
how we used to make calls on rotary phones. If 
there is a language barrier, we may be unable to 
communicate directly, but through these vibrant 
activities, we all seem to understand each other.”

Yet another elevated step Neil has taken this 
past summer was becoming a 3D artist. He flew 
to Israel to work with Mats Art, painting massive 
apple sculptures in honor of Rosh Hashanah. 
He has also created tables and custom art by 
request. “We help you select what’s best for 
your space, making sure you love the pieces you 
choose.” All of Neil’s artwork can be reproduced 
onto metal or acrylic. His personal favorite is the 
Art Stx, which can stand alone or be combined to 
create designs perfect for small or large spaces. 
Neil works hard, loving what he does with infinite 
patience. If you are lucky enough to find him in 
his new gallery on Avenue M in Brooklyn, you 
might catch a glimpse of the inspiration behind 
each painting.

Whether he’s in São Paulo or Paris, his true 
inspiration remains where his roots began:

● At his parent’s dining room table in Boro Park, 
holding a paintbrush for the very first time.
● At his nursing home in New Jersey with two 
cans of spray paint and a small 12-inch canvas.
● Or at his current studio, just steps from his 
home in Brooklyn, creating art in all sizes.

“Art is personal. It should bring you back to 
specific times, stir certain memories and create 
comfort through color.” As our meeting comes to 
a close, Neil looks around his gallery and motions 
to the bright pieces on the walls. “Most people 
travel to find art,” he says, “I look within the art, 
and that is what can really take us wherever we 
choose to go.”

SOLO EXHIBITS INCLUDE 

● The Steiner Gallery (Austria)
● Spectrum Miami (Florida) 
● United Nations Solo Show (NYC) 
● Solo Show (Sao Paulo) 

GROUP EXHIBITIONS 
INCLUDE: 

● Art Busan (South Korea) 
● Art Pampelonne (France) 
● Saatchi Gallery (London) 
● The Yacht Show (Monaco) 
● Contemporary Art Fair (Istanbul) 
● Flags of Art at Sciacca Studio 
(Venice) 
● Carrousel du Louvre (Paris) 
● Amsterdam Whitney Gallery (NYC) 
● Centro Cultural dos Correios (Rio de 
Janeiro)  
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For information or inquiries about Neil Kerman’s art 
contact him at info@neilkermangallery.com 
or visit www.neilkermangallery.com or 
@neilkermangallery


